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Weekly Newsletter from 10-14 June 2013

Dear Members,

Last week we have experienced volatility on both sides in the currency and stocks markets. There is
now some concern about the emerging markets because these markets have been constantly falling
since the last two weeks. Our recommendation of investing in USA equity, US Dollar and USA asset
classes has proven to be accurate so far. Hedge funds and investors who invested in international or
emerging markets are losing money if they withdraw their investments because the currencies of
these countries have lost 10 or more percent value against USD. Investors should watch the currency
movement very closely as US Dollar will go on a rampage; and it may move beyond anyone’s
imagination. Many fund managers and analysts have failed to perform in the last six months,
because each of their strategies failed. Blackrock funds; many bond funds; emerging market funds,
Commodity fund and fund manager; and most hedge funds were not able to performed well
because they were using too many strategies to prove their smartness but they all failed. Very few
smart fund managers were able to perform, and those were the ones who had a simple strategy of
buying the markets and holding investments in USD asset classes. Look at Gartman, always talking
about gold, and kept investing money in Australian dollar losing badly on these bets.

Fund managers come on CNBC and they just talk about the markets but no one is talking about how
they performed during the last two years bull rally.  The market went up about 50% in the last 18
months and fund managers should have performed amazingly well but adding all these other
strategies (like hedging with commodities, currencies & bonds) made them lose money. Many were
not convinced about the markets move so they stayed away from it. Anyways, it is their mistake and
if they still don’t learn from their mistake then it is their problem.

Our simple advice: keep investing in US equities because the wave of nature is supporting USA, the
US market, US dollar and the US housing market and because of this positive Astro cycle, policy
makers as well as politicians will keep making the right decisions. Most of you are aware that I like
the Astro chart of the Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke and President Obama, and I am sure USA will rise
to a new height until they remain in their positions. Two years ago I was not able to sleep for at least
two nights because Jim Rogers called Chairman Bernanke an idiot. I reacted very strongly because
Jim Roger’s never saved the world from falling, it was Mr. Ben Bernanke, and what contributions did
Jim Rogers make to our world! People like Jim Rogers are selfish, egoistic and money centered.

The markets are going higher and they will keep going higher nonstop; so stay invested and keep
adding positions on weakness. If you are nervous at some point then sell your holding positions and
buy call options in Indexes so this will keep you invested in market and the risk will be limited with
your own choice. S&P is going to go towards a historic high; Dollar will keep moving higher; the USA
housing market will keep recovering; and frontline stocks will move in multi folds so stay with this
advice. We also like other areas of investment like coffee and cotton; avoid metals; and selling
Treasury bond will surely makes you tons of money in the coming time. Please start believing in
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yourself, we are here to play a small role in your life. I may come wrong in the short term but in the
longer term so far, the wave of nature has provided us with accurate predictions.

Here is this week’s weekly newsletter from 10-14 June 2013:

GOLD/SILVER/BASE METALS

Last week gold, silver and other metals traded negatively as predicted. Since the last 8 months
(October 2012) we have been constantly warning about the fall of metals, and in each and every
newsletter we have also been reminding you of the overall weak trend in metals and we are sure our
advice must have saved you tons of money.

Metals and metal stocks are performing terrible; we still recommend staying away from any medium
and longer term investment in metals until September 2014. Metals will keep underperforming but
from September 2013 metal mining stocks will start moving higher.

Today we would like to once again remind you that the time cycle is very unique, it always keeps
repeating itself so that the new generations can experience the past. We humans forget the past so
easily with current cycles and that is why we keep making mistakes. Gold went higher after the mid-
seventies and then crashed and once again it started its journey in 2000 and this rising trend lasted
longer than previous one and now it is falling. Yes, it is not crashing but this slow fall is very
dangerous. There are many different reasons for the crash in the year 1869 & 1980 but the current
weakness in gold which started from last year can play horrific role in many people’s lives if they
keep their love towards gold.

In 1869 and 1980 not many buyers were out there, and just a handful of rich people used to trade
these metals but now the time has changed. Even a guy earning $300 dollars a month in India can
trade gold in the MCX exchange, which means that now because of technology the markets are very
easy to access by the common man and because of the big crowd, now the markets always sees
some buying coming due to participation by the large crowd.

We are not trying to scare anyone but if gold falls $200 to $300 in a day, it will bring huge crises in
the commodity market because many funds are playing with big leverage in commodities (especially
gold). Gold fell sharply for 72 hours in the month of April and it created panic but if it starts falling
constantly then it will be a nightmare. There are so many other areas to make money, so be careful
if you are trading or investing in gold with high leverage. (One again, I am not trying scare anyone, I
just predict what I see, since 2001 we kept recommending buying gold and silver with target of gold
1800 and $50 for silver when gold was $275 and silver was trading at $4.50).

Anyways, here is a small detail on the history gold. Gold made new highs in September 1969, 1980
and 2011, and starting falling after Sun moved out from gold zodiac house from 15 September of
every year. Gold crashed the end the last week of September 1869 “black Friday for gold” and again
gold crashed in 1980 and 2011 weakness journey started.
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This year gold may see $1150. If this level is taken out then we may see $990. Silver may see $16.55
and $13.75. In 2015 end you can start buying back positions in gold and silver but by that time trade
carefully.

By Tyler: When one thinks of gold crashes, one typically visualizes a trading floor from the 1980s
onward, predicated by Nixon's nixing of Bretton Woods 40 years ago, which removed gold from the
list of accepted currencies and converted it into a government-manipulated pariah, whose core
function was to be suppressed in an ongoing (failed) attempt to make the dollar the undisputed
reserve currency (something even China comprehends). Well, readers may be surprised to discover
that one of the first, and probably biggest on a relative basis, documented gold crashes was not 3
weeks ago, nor back in October 2008, nor any time since the advent of Nixon, or even the Federal
Reserve, but over 140 years ago, on September 24, 1869 when a massive gold price manipulation
scandal created a financial panic. That day, also known as "Black Friday", was the culmination of an
attempt to corner the gold market following the latest, however brief, termination of the gold
standard, when during the reconstruction period following the US Civil War, the US dollar was
backed not by gold, but simply by credit (sound familiar). The result was a surge, and then collapse in
gold.

What is the take home, if
any? Perhaps that any time
the government attempts
to interfere with gold's
status as a natural safety
currency, it is not only gold
price discovery that suffers,
but virtually every other
asset class, as central
planning once again tries to
order capital flows,
however inefficiently,
always, and without fail,
leading to financial
catastrophe.

The chart below
demonstrates the intraday
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swing from that long ago Friday 142 years ago:

For those curious to learn about one of the first record gold price manipulations... and crashes, can
do so below, courtesy of Wikipedia.

Black Friday, September 24, 1869 also known as the Fisk/Gould scandal, was a financial panic in the
United States caused by two speculators’ efforts to corner the gold market on the New York Gold
Exchange. It was one of several scandals that rocked the presidency of Ulysses S. Grant. During
the reconstruction era after the American Civil War, the United States government issued a large
amount of money that was backed by nothing but credit. After the war ended, people commonly
believed that the U.S. Government would buy back the “greenbacks” with gold. In 1869, a group of
speculators, headed by James Fisk and Jay Gould, sought to profit off this by cornering the gold
market. Gould and Fisk first recruited Grant’s brother-in-law, a financier named Abel Corbin. They
used Corbin to get close to Grant in social situations, where they would argue against government
sale of gold, and Corbin would support their arguments. Corbin convinced Grant to appoint
General Daniel Butterfield as assistant Treasurer of the United States. Butterfield agreed to tip the
men off when the government intended to sell gold.

In the late summer of 1869, Gould began buying large amounts of gold. This caused prices to rise and
stocks to plummet. After Grant realized what had happened, the federal government sold $4 million
in gold. On September 20, 1869, Gould and Fisk started hoarding gold, driving the price higher. On
September 24 the premium on a gold Double Eagle (representing 0.9675 troy ounces (30.09 g) of
gold bullion at $20) was 30 percent higher than when Grant took office. But when the government
gold hit the market, the premium plummeted within minutes. Investors scrambled to sell their
holdings, and many of them, including Corbin, were ruined. Fisk and Gould escaped significant
financial harm.

Subsequent Congressional investigation was chaired by James A. Garfield. The investigation was
alleged on the one hand to have been limited because Virginia Corbin and First Lady Julia Grant were
not permitted to testify. Garfield's biographer, Alan Peskin, however, maintains the investigation was
quite thorough. Butterfield resigned from the U.S. Treasury. Henry Adams, who believed that
President Ulysses S. Grant had tolerated, encouraged, and perhaps even participated in corruption
and swindles, attacked Grant in an 1870 article entitled The New York Gold Conspiracy.

Although Grant was not directly involved in the scandal, his personal association with Gould and Fisk
gave clout to their attempt to manipulate the gold market. Also, Grant's order to release gold in
response to gold's rising price was itself a manipulation of the market. Grant had personally declined
to listen to Gould's ambitious plan to corner the gold market, since the scheme was not announced
publicly, but he could not be trusted. Gould had promoted the plan to Grant as a means to help
farmers sell a bountiful 1869 wheat crop to Europe.

A highly fictionalized account of Fisk's life, culminating in a dramatic presentation of the gold corner,
was shown in the 1937 film The Toast of New York.

From 2001 onwards many of our members made fortunes trading gold/silver, we also made some
money (not fortune) but we missed our silver call options by one year otherwise we would have had
made more than 100 million dollars by just investing $300,000 in call options (our call got expired
and were worthless, after our call expiry silver zoomed up). Since last eight months most of our
members saved a great amount of money by not buying metals and not selling the markets
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otherwise many might have sold S&P seeing huge up move because it is in human nature to go short
on any rising markets.

Anyways, let’s talk about this week:

This week we see metals trading weaker on Monday and Tuesday so sell on any rise. We may see
some recovery coming towards the late hours of Tuesday.

On Wednesday precious and base metals will trade on both sides but the trend will be positive so
buy on any sharp fall. On Thursday we see may see a both sides trend again but metals may recover
and on Friday also metals should trade positively.

Important note: If gold and silver fails to rise from late Tuesday and Friday then we confirm that
gold is going towards $1150 and silver $16.55 very soon. The most important support for gold for
the medium term is $1325 and silver $19.81.

During this week’s positive days you should buy around the lower sides with strict stop-loss as we
are not very confident about the overall trend in gold, silver and platinum.

HUI has been underperforming, so wait for our buying recommendations in September. Here is HUI
chart.

Here are two charts of British Pound, which confirms that history always repeats itself. The first
chart is 1992 (George Soros made a fortune by taking a 10 billion dollar worst bet), second chart of
2007/8 British pound crashed after the subprime problem (I was not able predict 1992 crash in
pound because I was too young for this market and I was still studying Astro theory to predict all the
different markets but yes we were able to predict 2007/2008 crash in Pound). First chart 1992 and
second one is 2007/8.
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Here is Monday’s range: (July 2013 contract):

GOLD: $1389.90 to $1369.30

SILVER: $22.03 TO $21.25

COPPER: $328.90 TO $324.30

PALLADIUM: $760.00 TO $750.20

PLATINUM: $1512.90 TO $1582.50

SOFT COMMODITIES

This weekend the Sun will be moving out of Taurus, and this can bring new life into coffee and other
soft commodities. Brazil, India and Russia, which are key soft commodity producers, are struggling
due to weakness in soft commodities. Their currencies are also getting hammered, the fiscal deficit is
rising, and higher interest rates are costing producers too much. Generally, a weaker trend in
commodities and expensive farm prices are a key factor behind weakness in soft commodities.
Anyways, when the wave of nature goes against any market, that market doesn’t perform and if the
wave of nature goes in support of any market then that market always performs well.

Our coffee special edition letter is coming out today, we don’t want to say anything more here in
this letter because coffee’s rising cycle is about to begin. It has already been born like new child and
soon it will start walking and finally it will start running.

One should start buying coffee and sugar from Monday. Sugar prices may remain in both directions
until 14 August 2015, and after August it will start moving up.
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Cocoa, orange juice and lumber will trade mixed. This week Coffee prices will start moving in a very
tight range. It won’t fall below $125.50 so keep adding call options of September 2013, September
2014 and September 2015.

This week Thursday and Friday will be the most interesting days for coffee so watch it closely. This
week we may see both side price momentum and buying coming in.

Monday trading range: (July 2013 Contract)

COFFEE: $128.50 TO $125.60

COTTON: $85.88 TO $84.10

COCOA: $2397 TO $2333

SUGAR: $16.59 TO $16.28

ORANGE JUICE: $154.20 TO $148.90

Coffee outlook

Dear Members,

Weather plays the most important role during planting and growing coffee. Every year from mid-
June to September coffee traders should start watching Brazil’s weather closely; and especially
coffee growing areas. Frost – the one word that can create panic in the coffee market. If we add
‘severe’ to the word frost, then most of you are aware that no one will offer you trades until and
unless some reliable assessment of the damage comes out.

We don’t need to say much about the frost because everyone is aware about its impact on coffee
prices. Yes, there is no doubt that now technology is helping farmers; which can give well advance
weather reports and many are also using new technologies to protect their plants from the frost, but
still, if there is a severe frost, then it is very hard to protect the crop.

There are two types of frost, white frost “Geadas sapecar” and black frost “Geadas negras”. White
frost normally has less impact on the crop, but black frost destroys the branches and the coffee
trees; in fact, it kills the coffee trees. If rain comes immediately after frost then the damage just gets
amplified because the water in trunk cells freezes and that results into the splitting of the trunk.
There is only one solution to this; cutting down the tree within one or two feet of ground level; this
results in a loss of one to three harvests. In short, black frost is a killer and if you ever hear this word
from Brazil, then just load up on coffee without waiting for even a second. If there is a dry spell after
the frost then the plant can survive.
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For the last two years we have been doing intense study on Brazil’s weather pattern and astro
combination. Memories of 1975 are still alive in many people’s minds because it was such a
devastating back frost that hit Parana (one of the largest coffee growing regions in Brazil, in fact in
world) for several days from 17-20 July 1975. Here is the chart below of July 1975; coffee prices
moved limit up for a week and the destruction of the coffee crop by the black frost impacted coffee
prices for about two years. The first chart is for July 1975 and the second chart is from 1976/77.

Other black frosts’ have occurred in 1942, 1955, 1963 and 1969. In 1994 we saw a frost and drought
impact on coffee. Coffee prices turned around in 2005 which made us good profit, and many coffee
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traders started following our
work because coffee prices
moved up suddenly as
predicted from Jan 2005.
From 2009 coffee prices kept
moving higher and reached
historic high and since the
last two years it has been
falling. Parana, Minas
Gresias, Sau Paulo and
Parana are key regions for
coffee in Brazil.

In this years book we
predicted that from June
2013 coffee prices will start moving higher and the upwards journey will continue during 2014 and
2015.

This we predcited purely due to astrological reasons, because we took previous data from the last
100 years of coffee frost and also printed the astro charts of all previous frosts. I got surprised
because a similar kid of astro combinations are taking place in 2014/15 as happened during all the
previous frosts’. This combination stated from 31 May 2013, when Jupiter changed house from
Taurus to Gemini.

We clearly see coffee prices will not only touch historic high in 2014 but it will start trading beyond
historic highs. We may see coffee prices going towards $600 by mid 2015. This is the only futures
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commoity contract which will move up in many folds during the next two years so one must have
some position in coffee. Those who don’t have access to coffee furtures can buy elf’s of coffee “JO”.

Why we are predicting frost?

Most of the planets will be moving over the South-west corner of the earth, which will cover most of
Brazil. On 31 May 2013 Jupiter changed house and moved into Gemini, on the 15 June 2013. Sun will
change house and will move into Gemini. Mercury will get retrogate in Gemini on 24 June and Mars
will join all these planets in early July so these combinations are indicating that an extreme cold and
heavy rain in Brazil mountain area is on the way and which may result in a black frost.

2013 looks modrate but 2014 and 2015 will be severe, if Brazil has frost three years in a row then I
don’t want to predict what will be the high side for coffee. Three years in a row of cold wave or frost
can put coffee around $1000 level.

Curretly coffee prices are trading around multi year lows at $126, so plan your trades well, don’t
take big risks and please do your own study and take advise from experts before you invest in coffee
on our recommendations. Surely, small bets may make fortunes if we are right.

We don’t see coffee going below $124.50 in any circumstances.

Read our weekly and daily report on coffee very carefuly.

Here is the history of drought and Frost:

Coffee Frost and Drought History

[*] = severe frost

Date Severity Coffee

In June, July 2013/2014,
North-node, Saturn, Mar,
Sun, Mercury, Jupiter will
be transiting over Brazil
which may bring a savior
cold and this cold will turn
into a black frost.
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(Damage) Frost or
Drought

1902 (Late July/early August) Devastating F*
1918 (June 24-26) Severe F*
1942 (Late June/early July) Severe F*
1943 Moderate F*
1953 (July 4-5) Severe F*
1955 (July 30-August 1) Severe slight F
1957 Severe F*
1962 (July 25-26) Minor F*
1963 (August 5-6) Moderate F and D
1965 Minor F*
1966 (August 6) Severe slight F
1967 (June 8) Minor F*
1969 (July 9-10) Moderate F*
1972 (July 8-9) Moderate F*
1975 (July 17-19) Very Severe F*
1978 (August 13-16) Moderate F*
1979 (June 1) Moderate F*
1981 (July 20-22) Severe F*
1984 (August 25) Minor F*
1985 (August-November) Minor D
1988 Minor F*

1994 (June 25-26 and July 9-10) Severe/Very
Severe F and D

1999 (August to November) Severe (40%
crop lost) D

2000 (July
17)

Moderate
(est) F*

The last thirty
seven years
chart is here.
Coffee prices
always went
wild on any
frost news,
and currently
commercial
and hedge
funds are
holding big
short
positions in
coffee. The
market is also
expecting big crops during next year so no one is taking the market seriously.
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INDEXES

Last week was saw a fall and rise in USA equity markets, so we also saw Nikkei going down rapidly
but recovering from late Thursday and the rising trend continued on Friday. We are a bit concerned
about the Asian, emerging and other developing markets because they are not acting well. These
markets were not able to move higher even after the USA market recovered on Thursday and Friday.

This once again confirms that the USA market is performing well, and it will outperform every
market on this planet. We have been constantly recommending buying USA stocks and Indexes until
December 2014, and any sharp correction should be taken as a buying opportunity because S&P is
going towards 3200. NASDAQ moved more than 5500, so keep accumulating call options and mint
money. The same we were recommending from 2011 September. Those who bought call options
targeting 1450 and 1700 in S&P calls must have made a fortune. The problem with our predictions
is that investors don’t take it seriously because our prediction targets always look so non-realistic.
Yes, I understand that, in fact many times I also think whether what I am writing will fulfill? When I
was telling Bill Murphy that silver will hit $50, gold $1800, even he did not believe me. He said it
looks unrealistic even though he used to publish reports, but yes, he was aware that if we are
predicting then there has to be some hidden reason behind it.

Anyways, one thing is very clear and that is that whenever the world equity market will fall greater
during any bull-market correction of USA equity; rather than selling the USA equity you should take
sell positions in the world equity market and we are sure this strategy will work out far batter.

This week USA equity markets will keep going up from lower levels so add position at lower ranges.
Australian, Hong Kong, Singapore, Indian and other emerging/developing markets will start moving
up too, so they will try to form a bottom.

We would like to remind you that June will remain s mixed month for the world equity market, but
surely the down side is very limited from current levels. From the end of July onwards, positive
momentum will start and from September onwards it will go into a one sided nonstop rally.

On Monday the markets will trade on both sides, so buying is recommended on Monday around the
predicted lower range. On Tuesday we will see a mixed trend without any directions in the world
equity markets. Wednesday will be a great day to load up positions in USA and European markets
because the markets will have a strong rally on any positive news from the Fed.

The world equity markets will trade very stable, and buying is recommended on the lower sides.
Watch our daily trading ranges very closely.

This week the Moon transiting from Gemini and Cancer will support food, Pharmaceutical and
agricultural stocks. Banking and financial stocks will trade very stable.

Buy Industrial, Biotech and Pharma ETF’s in USA.
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In the last one year, stock recommendations have done well so from next week we will start adding
some stocks to our list in our weekly newsletter.

Monday’s trading range (June 2013 Contract):

AUSTRALIAN (Cash) – 4790 to 4735

NIKKEI – 13425 TO 12855

NIFTY S&P (Spot) – 5939 to 5855

SINGAP0RE (cash) – 3218 TO 3188

HONG KONG (cash) – 21899 to 21509

CAC – 3907 TO 3851

DAX – 8350 TO 8193

DEX EURO STOXX – 2753.75 - 2699

FTSE – 6459 TO 6359

S&P – 1648.75 TO 1630.75

NASDAQ – 2996.25 TO 2964.25

RUSSELL – 989.00 TO 975.10

DOW – 15300 TO 15159

GRAINS

Last week grains prices remained stable, and on Monday we may see huge volatility. Selling is highly
recommended around the predicted higher prices mentioned here below. Traders are sifting their
trades from metals to energy and grains but now they will shift their trades from grains to soft
commodities as a positive cycle of soft commodities is about to begin.

Times of grains will remain mixed, and yes we see a longer term bull market in grains due to weather
related problems, but generally the overall trend of CCI (Commodity Index) will remain weaker, so
the higher side will remain limited. Once again the era of the stock market is coming back like it did
from 1995 to 2000. During this period only stocks went up and commodities underperformed.

On Monday we will see both side moves due to Jupiter and Moon combinations, as Moon represents
water so prices will fluctuate on both sides. Astro indicators are not giving any concerning
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indications about major weather related problems in USA so watch corn and wheat prices closely.
Soy prices mostly depend on South Africa’s weather conditions.

On Tuesday grain prices will remain stable and by the end of the day they will start trading weaker
and this weakness will continue until Friday. Wheat prices will trade weaker, and corn will follow
wheat. Soy and meal will trade on both sides during this week but it will be a great selling time on
any rise.

Monday’s trading range (July 2013 contracts):

CORN: $672.25 TO $659.50

WHEAT: $705.00 TO $691.25

SOY: $1539.75 TO $1518.25

SOY MEAL: $456.90 TO $448.00

SOY OIL: $48.99 TO $48.18

RICE: $15.97 TO 15.75

ENERGY

Oil prices are trading higher, and last week we mentioned that oil prices will trade positively and also
that this week oil prices will remain in a tight to positive range; however RB Gas and Heating oil is
very close to crash so keep adding selling positions in RB gas and heating oil.

On Monday and Tuesday oil prices will trade on both sides so trade in and out as per the daily
predicted range. On Wednesday and Thursday, prices will recover sharply from the lower range and
may move towards the high of 2013. Friday will be very volatile day because Moon will be in the
house of Fire so prices will top out, so this is a great time to sell oil on Friday and carry forward
positions during next week.

We highly recommend selling heating oil and RB gas on rise, and keep adding selling positions
around the predicted higher prices. Trade with a low leverage as both these energy products are
highly volatile.

Natural gas will trade mixed, and we are recommending taking small selling positions in gas as gas
prices will remain weaker until 18 July and after 18 July a rising trend will start in GAS and by mid-
August it will hit a new high of 2013 so wait for the right time to accumulate gas in terms of call
options positions.

Monday’s trading range (all July contracts):

OIL: $97.18 to $94.50
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NATURAL GAS: $3.85 to $3.75

HEATING OIL: $2.9105 TO $2.8710

RB GAS: $2.8950 TO $2.8480

TREASURY BOND

Last week Bond prices fell sharply as predicted and we recommend staying away from any buying in
thirty year bonds. This week prices will keep moving down so sell on any rise. On Monday and
Tuesday prices will move on both sides but from Wednesday onwards a sharp fall will occur. On
Thursday and Friday thirty year bonds will trade weaker so stay short.

In the last seven years Astro indicators guided well on Bond price movements, and our next longer
term target for thirty year bonds is 125; so those who would like to take put options positions should
buy it.

Monday’s trading range (June contract):

TREASURY BOND – 141-30 TO 139-23

CURRENCIES

June futures contracts are going expire. Last week’s call/put options expired and we saw huge
volatility in the currency markets; especially Japanese
Yen. Australian dollar, Swiss Franc and emerging
market currencies kept moving down; Euro and
Pound remained stable and Yen, which had already
fallen 3800 pips in the last six months, came up
sharply by 1000 pips from the lower range. In the last
month we kept predicting a rebound in Japanese Yen.
Yes, it went down below our lower side predicted
target and then it started gaining in the last ten days.
Look at chart of Yen/Dollar, Yen/Australian dollar, Yen/Canadian dollar, Yen gained against most of
currencies. Against emerging markets Yen gained more than 10 percent value.

The higher sides will remain limited in most
currencies as dollar will keep trading higher in the
coming time so buying puts in Euro, Swiss Franc,
Australian and Japanese Yen is highly
recommended.
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This week currencies will trade mixed, but surely US Dollar is a great buy against most currencies.
This week Australian and Canadian dollar will underperform on Thursday and Friday which means
new lows may be in store.

Euro, Pound and Swiss Franc will trade sideways without any clear directions, so this is a great time
to trade in and out. Last week until Wednesday
currencies traded in the predicted range very
accurately, but the options expiry brought huge
volatility on Thursday and Friday.

At this stage, dollar Index looks like a great buy
around the 81.25 level so keep adding positions in
USD index if it trades weaker. Dollar Index will trade
sideways for a few weeks before it starts its historic
journey. At this stage our best advice is to keep accumulating dollar around the lower ranges. Keep
selling Euro around the higher sides. This week futures June contracts of currencies/Indexes/Bonds
are expiring so there will be volatility so any weakness in Dollar and US Indexes should be taken as a
buying opportunity.

Keep adding put options in Euro, at December strike price of 1.25, and Australian dollar at 0.8300.

Emerging market currencies will trade sideways to weaker, so trade carefully in these currencies.
Read our Daily flashnews ranges very carefully.

Monday’s trading range: (June contract)

DOLLAR INDEX – 82.09 to 81.29

AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR – 0.9580 to 0.9430

CANADIAN DOLLAR – 0.9860 to 0.9747

BRITISH POUND – 1.5653 to 1.5470

EURO – 1.3288 to 1.3171

JAPANESE YEN – 1.0405 to 1.0161

SWISS FRANC – 1.0781 to 1.0625

RUPPEE – 57.29 to 56.88 (Spot) Ready fall more against USD

RAND – 10.05 to 09.84 (Spot) Will keep making new lows

Thanks & God Bless
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Reading daily range: When we predict a
weaker trend it means prices can break lower
side and they can trade below predicted lows.
(You can cover short but don’t buy extra at lower
levels until our indicators give buy signal).

When we predict a positive trend, means daily
price can break upside and they can trade higher
than predicted price (you can book profit but
don’t short that market).


